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   With the development of China’s TV industry, the conflict between the great 
market space in TV industry and old TV system is more and more obvious. As the 
development of our country culture system reform, TV industry system reform is 
inevitable. The broadcast system is an important link of our television system. 
 This article explores the China’s TV industry system reform of broadcast 
separation as the research object, by means of literature research, interdisciplinary 
research and case study, through the study of the current TV industry system reform 
of broadcast separation, sum up experiences and lessons, explores the significance of 
the development mode; provide reference value to the current reform practice. 
About the research of TV industry reform of broadcast system, due to lack of 
rigorous and normative theory analysis, the research among the Chinese academic 
appears weak comparatively at present. Based on this, this paper imports the related 
theory about the industry economics, public management, the new institutional 
economics, combs and analyzes the reform basis of TV industry system of broadcast 
separation, discusses the rationality and necessity of broadcast separation reform. 
Based on research ideas, this paper systematically analyzes the peculiar 
background of TV industry broadcast separation reform, including political, economic, 
culture factors, combs the reform of dynamic evolution and system change history, 
analyzes the current status and the characteristics of reform, points out the practical 
significance and long term goals to the reform . 
This paper choose the Shenzhen broadcast group as a case study, analyzes its 
concrete reform measures and strategies of broadcast separation reform. With the new 
institutional economics, this paper comprehensively analyzes the group’s reform 
situation, points out the achievement, problems, difficulties and the direction to 
improve. 
In view of this, the author thinks that further advance to TV system reform of 















national policy, the great support and guiding force of government to the TV system 
reform of broadcast separation; more mature market mechanism, establishing 
standardized TV industry transaction market; further reform of TV facilities. 
Key Words: TV industry system reform of broadcast separation; TV industry; 
Shenzhen broadcast group 
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